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Category: Estimated time: 0.00 hour
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Description

Hi Andreas, I have seen that in the latest versions, 2.99.515 an above, the key repeat is disabled so now to browse folders and files
or to adjust some display settings like the horizontal and vertical size, the user needs to press multiple times the controller buttons,
what is a bit tedious when the desired location is far from the beginning. Can you fix this?

By the way, can you add an option to adjust the key repeat delay and the key repeat speed in the settings menu, it would be great.

Thanks in advance.

Associated revisions
Revision 1fdb4cb7 - 06/26/2011 01:47 PM - Andreas Smas

ps3: Fix key-repeat when using normal pad

Closes #574

History
#1 - 06/21/2011 05:50 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category set to 19
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Assignee set to Andreas Smas
- Priority changed from Normal to High
- Target version set to 3.0

Yeah, i've screwed up the keyrepeat.

I'm thinking of making the repeat-rate pressure-sensitive so the harder you press the faster the repeat.

#2 - 06/21/2011 09:51 PM - Mao Fig

That is nice, the DualShock 3 analog sticks and the analog triggers L2 & R2 would be fantastic for that matter. Also they could have the same
functionality for the rewind and fastforward buttons for the movies, that way the movie speed would be proportional to the pressure applied.

However, do you think is possible to fix the key repeat feature in the d-pad and in the single click buttons, because that feature is important when an
user is browsing files in a file manager, especially when the file list is big.

Thanks.
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#3 - 06/22/2011 08:37 AM - Andreas Smas

Mao Fig wrote:

That is nice, the DualShock 3 analog sticks and the analog triggers L2 & R2 would be fantastic for that matter. Also they could have the same
functionality for the rewind and fastforward buttons for the movies, that way the movie speed would be proportional to the pressure applied.

On the dualshock 3 all buttons have pressure sensitvity so the pressure could influence the repeat rate on the normal directional buttons too.

I think the left stick should be used as a mouse pointer (showtime has support for pointer devices) and the right stick should act as a "scroll wheel" on a
normal mouse

However, do you think is possible to fix the key repeat feature in the d-pad and in the single click buttons, because that feature is important when
an user is browsing files in a file manager, especially when the file list is big.

Yeah, i'll fix that tonight

Thanks.

#4 - 06/26/2011 11:07 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:1fdb4cb73254cb1a90321bcef86b7582e9591f98.
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